
FMBCC 2013 Financial Concern Notes 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 

At the open board meeting on Tuesday, the budget for the Heart & Soul Concert Feb. 16th was discussed and 

debated with concern as to the cost put in without the support of enough sponsors. 

The concern of paying $3,800.00 for 10 billboards without board approval was a concern to board members 

because there is no current sponsor funding to cover the cost, nor was there prior board approval for this 

expenditure. 

The other concern was having key entertainment for audience draw to make up for potential income.  It was 

suggested to focus on membership at the event to assist in more income. 

Board Member Sygman Moore was concerned that FMBCC President/CEO Hill spent moneys where there was 

no approval and persisted to write down by hand the proposed budget on the Heart & Soul event by verbally 

asking Hill to give him the expenses thus far and cost for upcoming expenses. 

Board Member Julia Dudley Najieb asked what is the current accounting of the Chamber; why hasn’t there been 

an updated report of the finances and how much is currently in the bank.  Board Treasurer Steven Carter was 

unable to answer definitively because he still was waiting on paperwork from former FMBCC board treasurer 

and accountant, Bruce Heights to hand over the paperwork which would also go to the new accountant.  Board 

Member Dudley Najieb insisted that we have some idea of the current balance in the account before current 

potential expenses.  Board Member Carter had a rough estimate from a current bank statement only which 

stated $2,000.00 as a total FMBCC monthly operating budget and spending budget for upcoming events next 

week and next month. 

President Hill said that the low account amount was due to the decline in getting membership renewals and the 

lack of board responsiveness to getting more members.  Board Member Moore asked that we get a detailed 

reporting of expenses immediately; he expressed his deep concern for the Feb. 16th event which is currently 

over budget. 

Wednesday, Feb. 6, 2013 

Board member Moore expressed his deep concern for the entire finances of the FMBCC and requested that we 

put a halt to further events until we have a hold on the financials of FMBCC.  This email was sent out to the 

board with no responses until later that afternoon.  Board Member Moore called board members to express his 

growing concerns for the overall financials of the FMBCC.  He informed BM Dudley Najieb about his concerns.  

He called former BM treasurer and accountant Bruce Heights to request any prior financials of the FMBCC 

accounts.  BM Dudley Najieb responded with an understanding of the concerns of BM Moore via email to all the 

board members and also followed up with a phone call to Heights to get clarification of the FMBCC account.  She 

then informed FMBCC executive board members of the concerns of BM Moore.  Heights forwarded a copy of 

the financials and the suspense account in question.  BM Dudley Najieb forwarded them to the executive 

committee for review.  Heights also informed BM Dudley Najieb via a phone conversation of the following: 

 He said it is impossible to reconcile everything if all items are not understood or given clarity; he 

does not know what the idle expenditures are on the FMBCC account and he has asked Pres. Hill 



repeatedly to give him those itemizations.  He said that Hill should be able to look at the check 

and give him those amounts; he should be able to provide a check register for the suspense item 

list for 2012. 

 Heights said there was never a prior budget given to him; all financials are for expenditures after 

the fact so he is not able to include a variance with projected and actuals.  He is able to make 

assessments based on bank statements only—no copies of checks. 

 Heights does have access to the login account for the FMBCC but not the Foundation.  He 

attempted to set up a meeting with Pres. Hill on the agreed upon date.  He said that Hill did not 

show up; although, he called Pres. Hill that morning to confirm meeting and sent him a text with 

no answer.  He said he tried to inform Pres. Hill that he cannot complete the 990 form without 

the Foundation bank statements which were not all provided—he never got the other four 

months.  He let Pres. Hill know that he needed those financials so that he would not get records 

at the last minute; being that Heights still had other client to tend to. 

 BM Moore asked to have a face-to-face meeting with Heights and requested that it be scheduled immediately.  

BM Dudley Najieb informed President Hill of the concern sent via email; Hill said he sent a response to BM 

Moore’s request by submitting the Foundation and FMBCC relationship clarification document as well as a 

current updated budget for the Heart & Soul event which included another sponsor to make up for the previous 

deficit.  BM Dudley Najieb informed Pres. Hill that there is a meeting set up with Heights by request of BM 

Moore to the financials of the FMBCC Chamber.   Pres.  Hill noted that, that was not necessary and that there is 

no reason to be meeting with him since he is no longer the accountant or a part of the board.  BM Dudley Najieb 

also informed Pres. Hill that BM Moore is requesting a special board meeting to address these concerns.  He said 

that is not possible and that BM Moore is not allowed to do that solely.  BM Dudley Najieb informed the 

executive committee who then informed her that a request can be made by two or more members; all the 

executive members agreed to meet to address these concerns in a special meeting per Moore’s request, hence 

meeting the quota according to the by-laws. 

BM Moore informed BM Dudley Najieb that he sent out an email request to the entire board for a special 

meeting immediately but it did not reach the board via the designated board email. This email was “cc” to 

FMBCC Foundation member Allysunn Walker-Williams.  He then proceeded to send his meeting request to 

individual board emails later that evening.  BM Rick Keyes officially responded via email that he was in favor of 

supporting the effort of a special meeting to achieve clarity of all financials.  BM Moore got a verbal yes from 

Dudley Najieb as well as an agreement from her to attend the meeting at Heights’ office scheduled for 2 PM the 

next day.  Foundation member Walker-Williams was also informed of this meeting. 

Thursday, February 8, 2013 

At the meeting with Heights at 2:15 PM at his office located at 1540 E. Shaw, Heights revealed the following 

information:  (Attendance:  FMBCC Chamber BM Moore & Dudley Najieb; FMBCC Foundation Walker-Williams) 

 Heights sent to Pres. Hill and the FMBCC board the policy and procedure with the note that it was 

imperative that they be followed; this included giving him copies of the checks written as well as a 

budget and other requirements related to board approvals and signatures. BM Dudley Najieb and 

Moore confirmed that this was discussed at a meeting but there were some concerns that Pres. Hill 

would address with him in regards to the policy and procedure; Heights said he never heard anything 

thereafter of any suggested changes or questions regarding this document. BM Moore and Dudley 



Najieb assumed that these protocols were being followed along with any changes that were to be 

discussed. 

 

 Heights was informed that the FMBCC board was told at each meeting that Heights was simply not 

providing these statements to them; hence, there was never treasurer report provided because of his 

incompetence.  It was also noted as the same information went to the Foundation being that he was the 

accountant of that account as well—hence the foundation was not privy to any financial data for over a 

year or any treasurer reports.  Heights refuted that with the comments about the discrepancies with the 

account in regards to checks and balances, his requests to have the suspense items justified and his 

known availability.  He commented that Pres. Hill was able to easily call him directly this morning to 

inquire about the meeting with BM Moore today and he also commented on Heights’ appreciated 

service he did for FMBCC.  Heights said that he always supplied Pres. Hill with the financials every month 

based on the skeleton information he was given, which made it appear as an incomplete report which 

was out of his control. 

 

 Although he was listed as a signor on the checks for FMBCC, Heights said that he never signed any 

checks; Pres. Hill was the only signor.  Heights had concerns that his policy and procedures were not 

being honored in order for him to operate in an efficient fiscal manner as a professional accountant.  

Since the bank is not in charge of signature requirements, Heights said it was imperative to have a 

checks and balance system; however his suggested policy was not followed.  There was always only one 

signor on all the checks—Pres. Hill, even if checks were directly to Hill.   

 

 Heights confirmed that he is not listed on the FMBCC Foundation account as a signor so he has no 

accurate information or treasurer reports for this account that he was asked to manage. 

 

 Heights confirmed that there is a debit card in use on the account that he, himself, has never used.  He 

confirmed that there are debits listed on the bank statement. 

 

 Heights confirmed that the way he would do the reports were based on bank statements only where he 

had to look at the categories to determine how each item would be coded; there was some educated 

guessing involved based on expenditures that were common such as office rental, phone bills or the like. 

 

 Heights said he never made one banking deposit nor was it ever requested for him to make a deposit; 

he has never had access or an accounting of any cash deposits.   

 

 Heights also commented that his firm has sent over invoices to the FMBCC Chamber in regards to his 

services, but the invoices have not been paid.  His firm has continually asked about payment from 

FMBCC as to what is the situation.  Heights also said these are automatic payments that go out from his 

firm as they do with other clients—there has not been one payment.  He added that Hill called him this 

morning to discuss billing and how his board is already not happy with the level of service Heights 

provided; Heights asked Hill what is it that he has been telling the FMBCC board, for he has been 

providing a report for each of the months requested.  Hill went to the next topic about the payment 

issue and suggested that his board may be concerned with the amount owed on the invoice.  Heights 



was shocked and dismayed at the discussion since it has been quite some time since the invoice was 

sent or that Hill addressed the long-over due invoice. 

 

 BM Moore contacted FMBCC treasurer Carter via phone during the Heights meeting to ask if he is yet a 

signor on the account and if he had access to the account at this moment in time.  BM Carter said he is 

not a signor on the account yet but does have access to the account.  BM Moore requested access to the 

copies of checks to review expenditures. BM Carter commented that he was at home sick for the day. 

 

 BM Dudley Najieb informed Heights that Carter and Hill have been trying to reach him so that they can 

create a current treasurer report.  Heights informed us that he already gave that information and 

reminded Hill that all the financials were sent to him and the FMBCC board already. 

 

 BM Moore requested to BM Carter by phone to temporarily suspend the contract with Arthur Moye, 

suspend negotiations until further notice; to suspend authority of the signing of checks immediately, 

and for Hill to turn in the debit card, checkbook and credit card until the FMBCC financials are discussed 

with the Board and until there is a set annual budget approved. 

 

 Heights was informed that all reimbursement and expenses were board approved;  Moore and Dudley 

Najieb let him know that this was not accurate information as there is no annual budget to abide by or 

use to quantify these approvals. 

 

 It was also stated that any invoices paid and receipts paid from the FMBCC Foundation account were 

FMBCC board approved; this is not accurate as well being that the FMBCC board is not privy to the 

detailed financials of the FMBCC account, nor was there a direct listing of expenses to review, discuss or 

approve by the board. 

 

 It was questioned in regards to the relative finances of the chamber and the foundation; there was is no 

clear distinction at events of what moneys go to the chamber or to the foundation; Heights said he has 

no indication of this either being that there was never a budget given to him for events nor for any 

annuals from either entity to determine variances.  Therefore he was also not able to determine the 

true profit and loss of each event which would give the board a better assessment of the planning and 

financials for each event.  Moore and Dudley Najieb confirmed that this relationship is a continual 

confusing issue with some board members being that there are no financials presented of profit splits of 

events presented at meetings. 

 

 Moore and Dudley Najieb confirmed that the FMBCC has not had an annual budget in place for the last 

couple of years, citing for each event the expense limits, although it this have been requested by board 

members. 

 

 Heights also said that the dangers of Pres. Hill being the signor for the FMBCC Chamber, Foundation, 

and his company Urban Strategic Enterprises poses as a conflict of interest being that he is also the 

FMBCC chair, board president, FMBCC Foundation executive director, and CEO of his sole proprietorship 

company, Urban Strategic Enterprises; thus all checks he writes to himself.  He said this posed a concern 



with him as an accountant where he did address Hill about this concern with no response comments 

coming from Hill. 

 

 Heights commented that there are expenditures on the account that do not fit into any code, nor is he 

able to justify a specific line item being that there has been no communication of these occurrences to 

him from Hill. 

 

 Heights is concerned about the attack on his integrity and professionalism as an accountant; he simply 

deals with the numbers listed on statements and cannot illegally reconcile items that could jeopardize 

his career.  He wanted the FMBCC board to be aware of this point. 

Recommendations made by the FMBCC Foundation during the Heights meeting: 
1.  Create an annual budget for all events immediately in a special meeting with the executive committee 

or the general board 

2. Split up the roles of chair/president/vice-president/vice-chair immediately  

3. Check your policy or revaluate your policy regarding signors 

4. Suspend all spending for upcoming events immediately/collect the check book, debit card from 

president until all expenses are accounted for including suspension items 

5. Consider giving the CEO/president a fixed salary 

6. Confirm that there is board insurance 

7. Consult with an attorney   

8. Also review all expenditure approvals by the board that were submitted to the FMBCC foundation 

 

Notes submitted respectfully by, 

Julia Dudley Najieb 


